Giuseppe Amitrano is the CEO of GVA Redilco and he is responsible for overseeing the management of the business. His main operating task is coordinating the relationship with key investors, corporate clients and partners for the whole group. Particularly, within GVA Redilco, he is responsible for overseeing the firm’s priority strategic initiatives and ongoing expansion of operations as well as acting as the country manager for the GVA Worldwide alliance.

In his role, Giuseppe assists the teams in originating, structuring, and closing investment and leasing transactions in all property types. In recent years, he has personally executed more than EUR2 billion in transactions, providing consultancy in the real estate sector at an international level and collaborating as an advisor in major sales transactions and acquisitions. As a part of his job, Giuseppe coordinated some important GVA Worldwide accounts for their instructions and requirements in Italy. The advisory activity is directed to the active lease management, relocations and consolidations of offices on the national territory, disposition/acquisitions of properties, market researches and valuation.

Giuseppe, 40, holds a bachelor’s degree in business administration from Bocconi University in Milan and his background, prior to joining GVA Redilco, includes working experience in investment banking in London and audit services in Milan.